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Abstract: Chemical diversity of minerals containing selenium as an essential element has been
analyzed in terms of the concept of mineral systems and the information-based structural and
chemical complexity parameters. The study employs data for 123 Se mineral species approved
by the International Mineralogical Association as of 25 May 2019. All known selenium minerals
belong to seven mineral systems with the number of essential components ranging from one to
seven. According to their chemical features, the minerals are subdivided into five groups: Native
selenium, oxides, selenides, selenites, and selenates. Statistical analysis shows that there are strong
and positive correlations between the chemical and structural complexities (measured as amounts of
Shannon information per atom and per formula or unit cell) and the number of different chemical
elements in a mineral. Analysis of relations between chemical and structural complexities provides
strong evidence that there is an overall trend of increasing structural complexity with the increasing
chemical complexity. The average structural complexity for Se minerals is equal to 2.4(1) bits
per atom and 101(17) bits per unit cell. The chemical and structural complexities of O-free and
O-bearing Se minerals are drastically different with the first group being simpler and the second
group more complex. The O-free Se minerals (selenides and native Se) are primary minerals;
their formation requires reducing conditions and is due to hydrothermal activity. The O-bearing Se
minerals (oxides and oxysalts) form in near-surface environment, including oxidation zones of mineral
deposits, evaporites and volcanic fumaroles. From the structural viewpoint, the five most complex Se
minerals are marthozite, Cu(UO2)3(SeO3)2O2·8H2O (744.5 bits/cell); mandarinoite, Fe2(SeO3)3·6H2O
(640.000 bits/cell); carlosruizite, K6Na4Na6Mg10(SeO4)12(IO3)12·12H2O (629.273 bits/cell); prewittite,
KPb1.5ZnCu6O2(SeO3)2Cl10 (498.1 bits/cell); and nicksobolevite, Cu7(SeO3)2O2Cl6 (420.168 bits/cell).
The mechanisms responsible for the high structural complexity of these minerals are high hydration
states (marthozite and mandarinoite), high topological complexity (marthozite, mandarinoite,
carlosruizite, nicksobolevite), high chemical complexity (prewittite and carlosruizite), and the
presence of relatively large clusters of atoms (carlosruizite and nicksobolevite). In most cases,
selenium itself does not play the crucial role in determining structural complexity (there are structural
analogues or close species of marthozite, mandarinoite, and carlosruizite that do not contain Se),
except for selenite chlorides, where stability of crystal structures is adjusted by the existence of
attractive Se–Cl closed-shell interactions impossible for sulfates or phosphates. Most structurally
complex Se minerals originate either from relatively low-temperature hydrothermal environments
(as marthozite, mandarinoite, and carlosruizite) or from mild (500–700 ◦C) anhydrous gaseous
environments of volcanic fumaroles (prewittite, nicksobolevite).
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1. Introduction

Mineral ecology is a direction in mineralogical research that considers factors that influence
mineral distribution, diversity, and complexity through space and time [1–3]. The concept of mineral
ecology is relatively recent [1], though many ideas that lie behind the basic principles of this approach
have been formulated and discussed in Russian mineralogical literature since Vladimir Vernadsky’s
“History of the Minerals of the Earth’s Crust” [4]. The contributions by Fersman [5], Saukov [6],
Povarennykh [7], Urusov [8,9], Ivanov and Yushko-Zakharova [10], Khomyakov [11], Yaroshevsky [12],
and others should be particularly mentioned. The advent of new digital technologies of big-data
analysis revolutionized the field, leading to many important insights into chemical, structural and
genetic relations between different groups of minerals and formulation of a new research direction of
data-driven discovery in Mineralogy [13–16].

Yushkin [17] pointed out the necessity of formulation of quantitative criteria that would describe
the state of the mineral kingdom at certain stages of its time development, and Petrov [18], Bulkin [19,20],
and Yushkin [21] indicated that Shannon informational (entropy) approach can be employed to measure
chemical complexity and diversity of geochemical and mineralogical systems. S. Krivovichev [22–26]
proposed to use Shannon information content for the quantitative analysis of structural complexity
of minerals and inorganic compounds and outlined basic applications of this approach to the
understanding of structural evolution of minerals and mineral associations. It was also demonstrated
that structural complexity parameters are directly related to configurational entropy of crystalline
solids [27]. An alternative approach was proposed by V. Krivovichev and Charykova [28,29] and
Grew et al. [30] on the basis of the concept of mineral systems, which provides a useful tool for
the chemical classification of mineral species and allows to arrange the existing data into coherent
frameworks emphasizing changes in mineral diversity and composition with time. Using the concept
of mineral systems, different geological objects were compared from the viewpoint of their mineral
diversity as exemplified by highly alkaline massifs (Khibiny, Lovozero, Russia, and Mont Saint-Hilaire,
Canada) [31], evaporite deposits (Inder, Kazakhstan, and Searles Lake, USA) [32], fumaroles at active
volcanoes (Tolbachik, Kamchatka, Russia, and Vulcano, Sicily, Italy) [33], and famous hydrothermal
deposits such as Otto Mountain, USA, and El Dragon, Bolivia [34].

The concepts of mineral systems and complexities (chemical and structural) have also been applied
to the mineral evolution as a whole. Following [35,36], four groups of minerals were considered
corresponding to the four eras of mineral evolution: “Ur-minerals”, minerals from chondritic meteorites,
Hadean minerals, and minerals of the modern era. These four different stages were compared in
terms of their mineral diversity (the number of mineral species) and the chemical and structural
complexities. The quantitative analysis of mean chemical and structural complexities for the four
groups demonstrate, with reasonably strong discriminative power, that both chemical and structural
complexities are gradually increasing in the course of mineral evolution [37,38].

This study is focused on the mineral ecology of Se minerals. The chemistry of selenium resembles
that of sulfur, owing to the proximity of the two elements in the periodic table. Similarly to sulfur,
selenium adopts four different oxidation states: −2 (selenides), 0 (elemental selenium), +4 (selenites),
and +6 (selenates). Se minerals are relatively rare, with only 123 mineral species presently known
according to the International Mineralogical Association [39] (Supplementary Table S1). The majority
of known Se minerals (87) are selenides. In O-bearing species, Se occurs as Se4+ and/or Se6+ cations.
The latter has a lone pair of electrons and usually possesses an asymmetric trigonal pyramidal
coordination, forming selenite (SeO3)2− anions with Se atom at the apical vertex of the pyramid.
In contrast, Se6+ cations invariably form (SeO4)2− tetrahedra. However, natural selenates are unstable
under oxidizing conditions and transform into selenites, which explains the rarity of selenates in nature.

Previously, we have characterized Se oxysalts (selenites and selenates) and evaluated the accuracies
of thermodynamic constants of selenides and selenites [40,41]. The aim of this paper is to characterize
Se minerals as natural mineral systems and to investigate relations between their chemical and
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structural complexities, measured as Shannon information amounts, and to apply these measures to
the understanding Se minerals diversity and complexity.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Mineral Systems

As it has been mentioned above, there are only 123 Se mineral species known to date (Supplementary
Table S1). It had been shown previously [28,29] that any mineral can be assigned to a specific
chemical system, according to all elements that play species-defining roles in its chemical composition.
The elements are chosen in agreement with the current rules of the new mineral species definition [42–44],
taking into account the discussion of these problems in Russian literature. The chemical formulas of Se
minerals used for the calculations are those approved by the International Mineralogical Association
(IMA) and taken from the continuously updated lists published by Marco Pasero [39] at the website
of the Commission on New Minerals, Nomenclature and Classification IMA (CNMNC IMA). Only
species-defining chemical elements were taken into account, without consideration of isomorphic
substitutions. The chemical system is identified in accord with the thermochemical sequence of
chemical elements (Figure 1) [28]. For example, giraudite, Cu6Cu4Zn2(AsSe3)4S, belongs to the system
SSeAsZnCu, while prewittite, K2Pb3Zn2Cu12(SeO3)4O4Cl20, belongs to the system OClSePbZnCuK.
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2.2. Chemical and Structural Complexity

For the investigation of structural and chemical complexity of minerals, a total of 123 datasets on
the chemical compositions and 76 datasets on the crystal structures of Se minerals were considered.
The amounts of structural Shannon information per atom (strIG) and per unit cell (strIG,total) were
calculated using the approach developed by S. Krivovichev [22–25] according to the following equations:

strIG = −
∑k

i=1
pi log2 pi (bits/atom) (1)

strIG = −v
∑k

i=1
pi log2 pi (bits/cell) (2)
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where k is the number of different crystallographic orbits (independent crystallographic Wyckoff sites)
in the structure, and pi is the random choice probability for an atom from the ith crystallographic orbit,
that is:

pi = mi/v (3)

where mi is a multiplicity of a crystallographic orbit (i.e. the number of atoms of a specific Wyckoff site
in the reduced unit cell), and v is the total number of atoms in the reduced unit cell.

For several hydrated crystal structures of Se minerals, the positions of H atoms have not been
determined in the original structure reports. In these cases, the H-correction procedure was applied by
introducing into structure model of surrogate H atoms [45].

The calculation of different contributions to structural complexity was done using the approach
described by S. Krivovichev [26] and recently applied by Gurzhiy and Plasil [46] to the analysis of
complexity of uranyl sulfates. The following contributions to the total structural complexity can
be recognized: (1) topological complexity expressed as topological information (TI) corresponds
to the complexity of a structural unit (or cluster) with a maximal degree of symmetry (for clusters,
the cluster information (CI) is used (see below for details)), (2) structural complexity of a unit
expressed as structural information (SI) corresponds to the complexity of a structural unit with real
symmetry, (3) additional information arises from the layer stacking (LS) for the layered structures with
multiple layers per unit cell, (4) complexity of the interstitial structure (IS) that occupies the space
between (or within for framework structures) structural units, (5) complexity due to the hydrogen
bonding (HB) system calculated as a contribution of hydrogen atoms towards total complexity [26].
The method allows one to estimate contributions of different factors to the total structural complexity
in quantitative terms, either in bits/cell or in percent (see below). The numerical estimates from
different factors are calculated in an additive approach by subsequent addition of particular atomic
groups (e.g., the sets of H atoms) to the starting structure fragment (e.g., the set of atoms comprising a
structural unit). All structure complexity calculations have been performed by means of the TOPOS
program package [47].

Chemical complexities of selenium minerals were evaluated by the amount of chemical information
per atom (chemIG) and per formula unit, f.u. (chemIG,total) [37,38]. Following this approach, for the
idealized chemical formula of a mineral or inorganic compound, E(1)

c1E(2)
c2 . . . E(k)

ck, where E(i) is an
ith chemical element in the formula and ci is its integer coefficient, the chemical information can be
calculated as follows:

chemIG = −
∑k

i=1
pi log2 pi (bits/atom) (4)

strIG = −e
∑k

i=1
pi log2 pi (bits/cell) (5)

where k is the number of different elements in the formula and pi is the random choice probability for
an atom of the ith element, that is:

pi = ci/e (6)

where e is the total number of atoms in the chemical formula:

e =
∑k

i=1
ci (7)

For the calculations of chemical complexities, the ideal chemical formulas of minerals were used
(see also [37,38]).
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3. Results

3.1. Classification of Se Mineral Systems

Our approach allows one to organize mineral species according to their chemical composition and
to arrange the existing data in a way complementary to the traditional classification schemes [48–50].
A certain advantage of the new scheme is in its formal and unambiguous character, though we are
quite aware that certain amount of essential information is lost. As in all contemporary mineral
classifications, Se minerals are divided into five groups: Native selenium, oxide, selenides, selenites
(anhydrous, hydrous, and with additional anions) and selenates (anhydrous, hydrous, and with
additional anions). Within each of these groups, minerals can be classified according to the minimal
number of species-defining elements [28]. According to this value, seven Se mineral systems can be
identified, containing from one to seven species-defining elements. Native selenium belongs to the
one-component mineral system, whereas minerals containing atoms of two elements only (nevskite,
clausthalite, ferroselite, etc.) belong to two-component mineral systems, minerals containing three
elements (aguilarite, kawazulite, skippenite, etc.) belong to three-component mineral systems, etc.
Our approach allows us to highlight the formulae of “chemically pure” minerals, which contains
species-defining elements only. Within this system, each mineral has a unique position defined by
its chemical composition. It also makes it easier to apply digital technologies to organize, store,
and retrieve thermodynamic data for a particular mineral. The revised classification of Se mineral
systems is given in Supplementary Table S2.

3.2. Distribution of Se Minerals According to the Number of Species-Defining Elements

Selenium minerals sensu stricto (e.g., minerals with independent crystallographic sites dominated
by Se) occur mainly in hydrothermal deposits [51], oxidation zones of ore mineral deposits [40,41],
and as products of fumarolic activity [33]. Selenides are also known from magmatic sulfide ores
associated with ultrabasic rocks, where they also have a hydrothermal origin.

According to their genesis, Se minerals can be divided into three groups:

(i) Selenides formed from hydrothermal solutions under relatively reducing conditions;
(ii) Secondary selenites and selenates, which formation is caused by the activity of aqueous solutions

in surface or near-surface environments, mostly in oxidation zones of sulfide and selenide ores,
under atmospheric pressure (~1 bar) and seasonal fluctuations of temperature;

(iii) Anhydrous selenites found in volcanic fumaroles of the Tolbachik volcano, Kamchatka peninsula,
Russia. The genetic environment of these minerals is unique and differs essentially from the
formation conditions of other selenites and selenates. Fumarolic selenites precipitate from gas
phase at high temperatures (300–400 ◦C), atmospheric pressure, and low partial pressure of
water [33].

The average arithmetic means of the number of species-defining elements, chemical (chemIG,
chemIG,total) and structural (strIG, strIG,total) complexities, <X>, have been calculated for the three genetic
groups of Se minerals listed above. Student’s t-test [52] was used for comparing these means. The data
obtained show that, at the 0.05 level, the groups (ii) and (iii) are not significantly different. Therefore,
according to the value of <X>, all Se minerals belong to two groups: (1) O-free minerals most of
which were formed under endogenic conditions (native selenium and selenides) and (2) minerals
formed under exogenic conditions as a result of chemical weathering and fumarolic activities (oxide
and oxysalts). The data are summarized in Table 1 and presented visually in Figure 2. They show
that exogenic minerals are chemically more complex than endogenic ones. The arithmetic mean of
species-defining elements in oxygen-free Se minerals is significantly lower (X = 2.81; σX = 0.09) than
in oxygen-bearing minerals (X = 4.31; σX = 0.11). The t-test shows that for both groups of minerals
the differences of the number of species-defining elements, chemical (chemIG, chemIG,total) and structural
(strIG, strIG,total) complexities are statistically significant with the confidence level of more than 99.99 %.
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Table 1. Distribution of Se minerals according to the number of species-defining elements.

N

Selenium Minerals

All Selenium Minerals Selenides and Native Selenium Oxide, Selenites, and Selenates

mi pi mi pi mi pi

1 1 0.81 1 1.16 – –
2 39 31.71 38 44.19 1 2.70
3 38 30.90 35 40.70 3 8.11
4 21 17.07 7 8.14 14 37.85
5 17 13.82 5 5.81 12 32.43
6 5 4.06 – – 5 13.51
7 2 1.63 – – 2 5.40

Total 123 100.00 86 100.00 37 100.00

Note: N—the number of the species-defining elements; m—number of minerals; pi = (mi/
∑7

i=1 mi)·100− probability, %.
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It is worthy to note there are only two mineral species that belong to 7-component systems:
carlosruizite, K6Na4Na6Mg10(SeO4)12(IO3)12·12H2O [53], and prewittite, KPb1.5ZnCu6O2(SeO3)2Cl10 [54].
These two minerals are also most chemically complex among Se minerals with chemIG,total = 174.7 and
136.8 bits/formula unit, respectively. All minerals containing six and seven different chemical elements
are oxygen-bearing.

The distribution of all selenium minerals versus the number of essential elements, N, is close
to normal (Figure 2a) with the determination coefficient R2 = 0.825. The highest number of
minerals corresponds to two- and three-component systems (39 and 38 mineral species, respectively).
The distributions of Se minerals of the two groups (O-free and O-bearing) depending on the value
of N are also normal (Table 1, Figure 2b), which is confirmed by statistical estimations. The number
of species-forming elements in minerals varies from 1 to 7, and the maximum number of minerals is
formed by 3 and 4 species-forming elements.
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3.3. Complexity of Se Minerals

Information-based chemical and structural complexity parameters for Se minerals calculated
following the Equations (1)–(7) have been separated into groups according to the number N of different
species-defining chemical elements present in the chemical formulas (i.e., into different minerals
systems). The mean chemical and structural complexities and associated statistical parameters are
given in Table 2. Figure 3 shows distribution of Shannon information amounts among different types
of mineral systems. The dependencies of different IG values from N are best approximated by the
use of the following exponential functions (corresponding curves are plotted as black and red lines
in Figure 3):

chemIG = 2.187 − 2.2 × exp(−N/1.915) (R2 = 0.994) (8)

strIG = 4.140 − 6.989 × exp(N/2.033) (R2 = 0.949) (9)

chemIG,total = 1.638 × exp(N/1.553) (R2 = 0.990) (10)

strIG,total = 12.461 × exp(N/1.864) (R2 = 0.899) (11)

Table 2. Information-based mean chemical and structural complexities of selenium minerals separated
into mineral-system types according to the number N of different chemical elements in the chemical
formula *.

N mi

chemIG [bits/atom] chemIG,total [bits/formula]
mi

strIG [bits/atom] strIG,total [bits/cell]
-
X σX σ -

X
-
X σX σ -

X
-
X σX σ -

X
-
X σX σ -

X

1 1 0 0 1 0 0
2 39 1. 0 0.04 0.01 4.8 5.4 0.9 28 1.5 0.6 0.1 20.2 30.0 5.7
3 38 1.5 0.1 0.02 12.7 15.4 2.5 19 1.9 0.9 0.2 33.5 47.4 10.9
4 21 1.7 0.1 0.03 29.3 16.1 3.5 14 3.3 0.9 0.2 174.2 165.6 44.2
5 17 1.9 0.1 0.04 45.7 14.6 3.5 8 4.1 0.8 0.3 250.1 212.7 75.2
6 5 1.9 0.1 0.06 70.3 23.2 10.4 4 3.8 0.8 0.4 203.4 44.0 22.0
7 2 2.2 0.2 0.13 155.8 26.8 18.9 2 4.1 0.2 0.1 563.7 92.7 65.6

* mi = number of minerals taken into account; X = arithmetic mean; σX = standard deviation; σX = standard error
of mean.
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different chemical elements in a chemical formula (the mineral-system type): Shannon information per
atom (a) and per unit cell or formula unit (b).

The observed relations indicate that there is a strong and positive correlation between the
chemical and structural complexities and the number of different chemical elements in a mineral.
The determination coefficients show that these relations are statistically significant with the confidence
level of more than 99%.

Figure 4 shows the relations between the chemical and structural complexities per atom (Figure 4a)
and per unit cell or formula (Figure 4b) calculated for different types of Se mineral systems (i.e., minerals
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with the same number of chemical elements in a chemical formula). The best fitting for the chemIG −
strIG

and chemIG,total −
strIG,total relations was obtained by means of the following linear functions:

strIG = −0.250 + 2.018 × [chemIG] (R = 0.966) (12)

strIG,total = 18.449 + 3.502 × [chemIG,total] (R = 0.971) (13)
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The observed relationships provide strong evidence that there is an overall trend of increasing
structural complexity with increasing chemical complexity of minerals. The correlation coefficients
show that these relations are statistically significant with the confidence level of more than 9%.

It is of special interest to compare Se minerals formed in various geochemical environments on the
basis of their chemical and structural complexities. Table 3 summarizes data of chemical and structural
complexities of two groups of Se minerals formed under (1) endogenic conditions (selenides and
native selenium, i.e., O-free minerals) and (2) exogenic conditions as a result of chemical weathering
and fumarolic activities (oxide and oxysalts, i.e., O-bearing minerals). Statistical analysis shows that
the arithmetic means of chemical and structural complexities per atom and formula/cell for O-free
Se minerals are significantly lower than those for O-bearing species. The t-test [52] shows that the
differences are statistically significant with a confidence level higher than 99.99%.

Table 3. Information-based mean chemical and structural complexities of Se minerals. separated into
two groups *.

Complexities
O-Free Minerals O-Bearing Minerals

m
-
X σX σ -

X m
-
X σX σ -

X
chemIG [bits/atom] 87 1.3 0.3 0.03 37 1.8 0.3 0.04

chemIG,total [bits/formula] 87 11.6 14.4 1.6 37 47.0 35.1 5.8
strIG [bits/atom] 48 1.7 0.8 0.2 21 3.6 0.9 0.2

strIG,total [bits/cell] 48 26.7 40.0 5.8 21 200.2 165.5 36.1

* m = number of minerals taken into account; X = arithmetic mean; σX = standard deviation; σX = standard error
of mean.

3.4. Most Structurally Complex Se Minerals

Table 4 lists the five most structurally complex Se minerals and provides their total information-based
complexity parameters. Figure 5 provides diagrams showing contributions of different crystal chemical
factors to the total structural complexity estimated as described in Section 2.2. It is noteworthy that
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all the five minerals are O-bearing. Outlined below are basic features of the structural architecture of
these minerals with the emphasis on the parameters that control their complexity.

Table 4. Information-based structural complexity parameters for the five most complex Se minerals.

Mineral Name Code Chemical Formula IG [bits/atom] IG,total [bits/cell]

Marthozite Mrz Cu(UO2)3(SeO3)2O2·8H2O 5.2 744.5
Mandarinoite Mnd Fe2(SeO3)3·6H2O 5.0 640.0
Carlosruizite Crz K6Na4Na6Mg10(SeO4)12(IO3)12·12H2O 4.0 629.3

Prewittite Prw KPb1.5ZnCu6O2(SeO3)2Cl10 4.2 498.1
Nicksobolevite Nsb Cu7(SeO3)2O2Cl6 4.6 420.2
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The most complex Se mineral known so far is marthozite, Cu(UO2)3(SeO3)2O2·8H2O, first described
from the Musonoi mine, Lualaba, Democratic Republic of Congo [55]. Its crystal structure [56] is
based upon the [(UO2)3(SeO3)2O2]2− uranyl selenite layers formed by edge-sharing (UO7) and (UO8)
bipyramids (Figure 6). The layers belong to the phosphuranylite anion topology [57] with pentagons
and hexagons populated by uranyl cations, (UO2)2+, and triangles populated by selenite anions,
(SeO3)2−. There are two layers per unit cell linked through Cu2+ cations forming bonds to the oxygen
atoms of uranyl ions from the adjacent layers. The interlayer space contains H2O molecules bonded to
Cu2+ as well as the H2O molecules held in the structure by hydrogen bonds only.

The layer shown in Figure 6b possesses some interesting features that deserve special consideration.
The selenite groups within the layer may have two different orientations relative to the layer plane,
i.e., either up (U) or down (D). Different systems of orientations of selenite groups correspond to
different geometrical isomers, which are defined as structural units with identical global but different
local topology [58,59]. Figure 7a shows the phosphuranylite anion topology, which consists of
hexagons, pentagons, squares, and triangles. In phosphuranylite-type layers, hexagons and pentagons
are populated by uranyl ions, triangles are populated either by tetrahedra (for phosphates and
arsenates) or triangular pyramids (for selenites), and the squares are empty. Geometrical isomerism
of phosphuranylite-type layers was considered in detail in [60], where five different systems of
orientations of tetrahedra/pyramids have been distinguished. The simplest geometrical isomer is the
ud/du isomer shown in Figure 7b (here the u and d symbols inside triangles symbolize orientations
of tetrahedra or triangular pyramidal groups either up or down relative to the plane of the layers,
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respectively). It is of interest that this isomer has not been observed in minerals, but is known for
synthetic Sr[(UO2)3(SeO3)2O2]·4H2O [61]. Its topological complexity (i.e., complexity of its most
symmetrical version) is equal to 3.1 bits/atom and 58.7 bits/cell. The layer in marthozite belongs
to the ud/ud isomer (Figure 7c), which is the most common in minerals (see [60] for references).
Its topological complexity is higher than that of the ud/du isomer and equals to 3.2 bits/atom and
121.4 bits/cell. However, in the real crystal structure, the symmetry of the layer is far from ideal,
and the structural complexity of the layer is equal to 4.2 bits/atom and 161.4 bits/cell. In general,
the high complexity of the crystal structure of marthozite is the sum of four almost equal contributions
(Figure 5b): Structural complexity of the uranyl selenite layer (21.6%), layer stacking (21.6% as there
are two layers per unit cell), interstitial structure (29.0%: Cu2+ cations and interlayer H2O groups),
and hydrogen atoms (26.6%).
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The second most structurally complex Se mineral is mandarinoite, Fe2(SeO3)3·6H2O, that
was first described as an alteration product of penroseite, NiSe2, at Pacajake mine near Hiaco,
Colquechaca, Bolivia [62], and later found at other localities worldwide [63–66]. Its crystal structure
was solved by Hawthorne [67], who defined it as a hexahydrate. However, this conclusion was
recently questioned by Holzheid et al. [68], who suggested for mandarinoite the chemical formula
Fe2(SeО3)3·(6 − x)H2O (x = 0–1) with variable H2O content. The synthetic analogue of mandarinoite
with x = 1, Fe2(SeO3)3·5H2O, was investigated recently by Lelet et al. [69]. The Te analogue of the
mineral, telluromandarinoite, Fe2(SeО3)3·6H2O, was described by Back et al. [70]. The crystal structure
of the mineral [67] consists of a microporous framework formed by corner sharing of (Feϕ6) octahedra
(ϕ = O, H2O) and SeO3 pyramids (Figure 8a). The framework channels accommodate H2O molecules
not bonded to Fe3+ cations.
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Figure 8. The crystal structure of mandarinoite projected along the c axis (a) and local coordination of
Fe1 (b) and Fe2 (c) sites.

The topology of the iron selenite hydrate framework is rather complex. There are two symmetrically
independent Fe sites with different local coordination environments (Figure 8b,c). The Fe1 site is
coordinated by four O atoms of selenite groups and two H2O molecules in a cis-arrangement (Figure 8b),
whereas the Fe2 site is coordinated by five O atoms of selenite groups and one H2O molecule (Figure 8c).
The topology of the framework can better be described using a nodal approach, where coordination
polyhedra of Fe and Se atoms are replaced by nodes, and the linkage of two adjacent nodes means
that the respective polyhedra share a common oxygen atom. This approach is quite efficient for
the description and understanding topology of complex layered and framework heteropolyhedral
structures [60,71,72].

The nodal representation of the topology of mandarinoite heteropolyhedral framework is shown
in Figure 9a. It can be described as consisting of layers parallel to the (100) plane (Figure 9b) interlinked
by planar chains running along the c axis with their planes parallel to (010) (Figure 9c). The topology
of the layers is common for inorganic oxysalts and consists of four- and eight-membered rings
(Figure 9d) [60,72]. The chains consist of 3-connected Se2 nodes and correspond to the branched zweier
chains (Figure 9e). The chains have different orientations along the a axis, which results in the different
valencies of the Fe1 and Fe2 nodes (four and five, respectively).
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Figure 9. The nodal representation of the topology of the iron selenite hydrate framework in the crystal
structure of mandarinoite (a) can be split into the sequence of layers (b) interlinked by the system of
chains (c). The topology of the layers consists of eight- and four-membered rings (d), whereas the
topology of the chains is of simple branched type (e). Black arrows in (c) indicate orientations of the
chains along the a axis.

Figure 5b shows that the overall structural complexity of mandarinoite is due to the two
major contributions: Framework complexity (43.4%) and hydrogen bonding (46.1%) with a smaller
contribution from the interstitial H2O groups (10.5%).

As it was mentioned above, carlosruizite, K6Na4Na6Mg10(SeO4)12(IO3)12·12H2O [53], is the most
chemically complex Se mineral that was found as a saline mineral in Chilean nitrate fields. Yet, its
structural complexity ranks as third after marthozite and mandarinoite. The crystal structure of the
mineral is trigonal and is based upon the complex five-level layers of corner-sharing (Mgϕ6) octahedra
(ϕ = O, H2O), IO3 pyramids and SeO4 tetrahedra (Figure 10a). The layers are parallel to the (001) plane
(Figure 10b). The fundamental building block (FBB) of the layer (Figure 10c) consists of two octahedra
linked by three IO3 pyramids. One of the octahedra (upper in Figure 10c) shares its three corners with
three adjacent selenate groups, whereas the second octahedron (lower in Figure 10c) contains three
H2O groups. The adjacent FBBs are linked via additional (Mgϕ6) octahedra located in between them by
sharing non-shared corners of the IO3 pyramids. The K+ and Na+ cations are located in the interlayer
space providing, along with hydrogen bonds, the three-dimensional integrity of the crystal structure.
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The overall structural complexity of carlosruizite is dominated by the contributions from the
topological complexity of the layers (36.9%) and layer stacking (36.9%; there are two layers per cell),
with smaller contributions from interstitial structure (16.5%) and hydrogen atoms (9.7%). The high
topological complexity of the layers is obviously influenced by its chemical complexity as it contains
three chemically distinct types of coordination polyhedra.

Prewittite, KPb1.5ZnCu6O2(SeO3)2Cl10 [54], also has a remarkable chemical complexity containing
seven different chemical elements as mineral-defining components. The mineral was found in fumaroles
of the Great Fissure Tolbachik eruption (1975–1976, Kamchatka peninsula, Russia), where it crystallized
in a high-temperature anhydrous environment directly from volcanic gases. As for other Cu selenite
oxide chlorides of fumarolic origin [73], the crystal structure of prewittite can be conveniently described
in terms of oxocentered (OM4) tetrahedra (M = metal) formed around additional oxygen atoms not
bonded to Se. This approach has proved its efficiency in description of complex inorganic structures
that are hardly understood from the viewpoint of cation-centered interpretation [74].

In prewittite, two heterometallic (OCu4−xPbx) tetrahedra share a common edge to form dimers
shown in Figure 11a. The dimers are attached to two SeO3 groups that are attached to the faces of the
oxocentered tetrahedra in a face-to-face fashion [75], which is typical for the structures of fumarolic
minerals and their synthetic analogues based upon anion-centered tetrahedra. The association of
oxocentered dimers and selenite groups results in the formation of the {[O2Cu6](SeO3)2}4+ clusters
(the Cu-Pb disorder is neglected for generality) with the ideal complexity of 2.6 bits/atom and
42.0 bits/cluster. In the real crystal structure, its symmetry is lower than the ideal one and the
complexity increases to 3.1 bits/atom and 50.0 bits/cluster. The clusters are linked through additional
Cu-O bonds to form layers parallel to (010) (Figure 11b). These metal-oxide layers represent the most
strongly bonded atomic arrangements in the crystal structure and are separated by K+, Pb2+, Zn2+,
and Cl− ions (Figure 11c). There are two layers per unit cell.

Figure 5b shows that the dominating contribution to the structural complexity of prewittite
comes from the complexity of interstitial structure (59.84%), obviously strongly influenced by its
complex chemistry, with smaller contributions from cluster information (10.04%), structural information
(10.04%), and layer stacking (20.08%: There are two layers per unit cell).
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In contrast to prewittite, nicksobolevite, Cu7O2(SeO3)2Cl6 [76], is chemically more simple and
belongs to the 4-component OClSeCu mineral system (three other members of this system are
georbokiite, α-Cu5O2(SeO3)2Cl2 [77], parageorgbokiite, β-Cu5O2(SeO3)2Cl2 [78], and chloromenite,
Cu9O2(SeO3)4Cl6 [79]). However, despite its chemical simplicity, the crystal structure of nicksobolevite
is far from being simple. Its FBB is the {[O4Cu13](SeO3)4}10+ tetramer shown in Figure 12a. The tetramer
is formed by four (OaCu4)6+ tetrahedra linked sequentially by corner sharing and attached to SeO3

pyramids in the same face-to-face fashion as observed in prewittite (Oa = additional O atoms not
bonded to Se). The complexity of the cluster is rather high (4.1 bits/atom and 134.5 bits/cluster), as its
length is 13 Å, approaching the nanoscale level. The FBBs are linked via Cu-O bonds and additional
Cu2+ cations into complex ladder-like layers with the composition {Cu[O4Cu13](SeO3)4}10+. The layers
are stacked along the a axis (Figure 13a) and separated by Cl− anions (Figure 13b). The structural
complexity of nicksobolevite is the sum of contributions from cluster complexity (31.90%), layer
complexity (35.24%), and interlayer structure consisting of Cl− anions only (32.86%).
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The high structural complexity of both prewittite and nicksobolevite originates in part from the
presence of the high amount of chloride ions in the crystal structure. The occurrence of copper selenite
chlorides in Tolbachik fumaroles and their relative stability in anhydrous environments are in part the
result of the presence of attractive closed-shell interactions between Se4+ ions of selenite groups and
Cl− anions recently investigated by means of density functional theory (DFT) calculations [80].

4. Discussion

The average structural complexity of Se minerals is equal to 2.4(1) bits/atom and 101(17) bits/cell.
This is less than the average structural complexity for all minerals identified by S. Krivovichev [23]
as 3.2(2) bits/atom and 228(6) bits/cell. However, if we consider O-bearing Se minerals only, their
average complexity is close to that for all minerals, 3.6(2) bits/atom and 200(36) bits/cell. The O-free Se
minerals are remarkably less complex than the O-bearing species, owing to their primary character.
Their average structural complexity parameters are equal to 1.7(2) bits/atom and 27(6) bits/cell.

It is of interest to compare the complexity of O-bearing Se minerals with other chemical groups,
e.g., with borate minerals, for which Grew et al. [30] reported the average complexity per unit cell
equal to 340 bits. It should be noted that, according to the classification proposed in [23], there are
no very complex Se minerals with >1000 bits/cell. All five most complex Se minerals listed in Table 4
belong to the groups of intermediate (100–500 bits) or complex (500–1000 bits) structures. In contrast,
among 259 structures of B minerals, eight (3%) are very complex, i.e., with the strIG,total value exceeding
1000 bits. The difference in complexity between the O-bearing B and Se minerals arises from the
number of factors, three of which are listed below.

1. Boron does not occur in nature as borides, whereas Se forms a large diversity of selenides with
relatively low structural complexity. The only known O- and F-free boron mineral is qingsongite, BN,
which possesses a diamond-type structure with strIG,total = 2 bits/cell.

2. B3+ ions may occur in both tetrahedral and triangular coordinations. In contrast, Se6+ occurs in
exclusively tetrahedral coordination, but Se6+ is unstable and easily transforms into Se4+ ions [41],
which possess a trigonal pyramidal coordination, forming stable (Se4+O3)2− ions.

3. (B3+O3)3− and (B3+O4)5− polymerize to form borate polyanions with variable topologies and
dimensionalities, whereas (Se4+O3)2− ions do not polymerize easily. There are no oxysalt minerals that
contain polymerized (Se4+O3)2− groups, though such structures are known for synthetic compounds
(see, e.g., [81]).

Therefore, in contrast to borates, structurally complex Se minerals owe their complexity not to the
formation of complex polymerized selenite, selenate or selenite-selenate structural units, but to the
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leading role of other factors. In marthozite, the leading role belongs to the uranyl ions, which, along with
isolated selenite groups, form condensed layers responsible for ~50% of structural information with
the rest of information coming from interstitial structure including hydrogen atoms of H2O molecules.
The high structural complexity of uranyl minerals is not surprising: The most structurally complex
mineral known today is ewingite, Mg8Ca8(UO2)24(CO3)30O4(OH)12(H2O)138 [82]. In mandarinoite,
structural complexity results mostly from the complexity of the microporous framework formed by Fe
and Se polyhedra with additional considerable contribution from the high hydration state. Structural
complexities of carlosruizite and prewittite are controlled by their high chemical complexities that
define the high topological complexity of layers in the first and the high complexity of interlayer
structure in the second. Finally, the complexity of nicksobolevite is the result of the high complexity of
its anion-centered substructure and the high Cl content. In most cases, selenium itself does not play
the crucial role in determining structural complexity (there are structural analogues or close species of
marthozite, mandarinoite, and carlosruizite that do not contain Se), except for selenite chlorides, where
stability of crystal structures is adjusted by the existence of attractive Se . . . Cl closed-shell interactions
impossible for sulfates or phosphates. Thus, the presence of lone-pair electrons on Se4+ anions has
some influence upon the overall complexity of natural copper selenite chlorides [79].

Finally, most structurally complex Se minerals originate either from relatively low-temperature
hydrothermal environments (as marthozite, mandarinoite, and carlosruizite) or from mild (500–700 ◦C)
anhydrous gaseous environments of volcanic fumaroles. In general, the average complexities of these
two groups do not differ significantly since both are composed from minerals with relatively low and
relatively high complexity parameters.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2075-163X/9/7/455/s1,
Table S1: Selenim’s minerals: Chemical formula, type locality (TL) and number of localities (NL), Table S2:
Classification of mineral systems of selenium minerals.
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